	
  
NINA Management Training
Target:
The NINA Management training gives you insight into the NINA values and backgrounds. The main
goal of the training is your personal implementation of the NINA values during your daily work. You
will be searching for your opportunities as a ‘safety leader’ and we will find out the best way for you to
contribute to improving our safety behavior. This training is about you showing your contribution to a
safer working place and your care and responsibility for your colleagues.
Target Group:
The training is developed for all managers (area, regional, project) and captains and 1st engineers
(fleet)
Day Program:
The training has an interactive character, where our main goal is to create an open dialog. The focus
is on you and your daily practice and the situations you will encounter. As a participant you will
commit yourself during the training to the NINA values and rules and will define your concrete actions
to start applying NINA in practice.
At the end of the training, together with your project manager and/or SHE-Q facilitator, you will name
the realistic steps you can take to further implement NINA.
The Management training is not a training about rules set up by others, but is about a process in
which you will learn to stand up for safety, being absolutely convinced that no job is worth it to get
injured or even worse.
Preparation:
We advise you to visit the NINA website and we are curious to hear about your NINA experiences so
far during the training.
We also invite you to already start talking to your colleagues about their NINA experiences up to now.
Practical:
Number of participants:
Location:
Plenary room:
Devices:
Language:
Duration:
Facilitator:
Other requirements:
Optional:

12 to 15
head office Papendrecht or on location upon request
sufficient for 12 persons, no tables needed
beamer and flipchart, internet if possible
Dutch or English
1 day
AMI supported by the (Project) Management and SHE-Q facilitator
writing material
NINA gimmicks (see website www.boskalis-nina.com)

